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ABSTRACT

The current body ofjury behavior literature produces two paradigms: the first
and

victim;the second expilains variance bythe strength ofevidence,forthaljahd informallegal

rules, and reasoned differences in the interpretation ofISw. This thesis is a test ofwhich

To that end,a mock trial has been created in which a defendant was charged with

murder. Thoughtheevidencefavored hisconviction,thesociologicalrelationshipsfavored
acquittal. The mock trial was videotaped and shovm to a jury ofeleven members who

deliberated and returned a hung verdict in favor of acquittal. Though the verdict was
expected in light ofthe sociological paradigm. Opinion Tracking Surveys, deliberation

moriitoring,and Exit Surveys all showed thatthe verdict Was based strictly on the relative

strengths and weaknessesin the physical and circumstahtial evidence Tlius, when pitted

injury decision-making.

sociological variables and patterns in decision-making,jurors accept and embrace their
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CHAPTER l: BACKGROtIND

Centuries ago, ifthey were caught red-handed, were a notorious reprobate, or
charged with a violent crime,accused individuals were subjected to"ordeals"to determine
theirguiltorinnocence; Asfarback as997A D.ordealsincluded such exercises asthe"hot

iron."Accused individuals wereforced to carry a hotiron over a certain distance(usually

ninefeet);ifthe burned hand healed within three days,God wasbelieved to have expedited
the process for the purpose of proving innocence and the prisoner was

released.

Alternatively,those indmduals untouched by the hand ofGod were guilty. Anotherform
ofthe ordeal was"going to the water"variant. Bound by rope,these accused were thrust
into a body ofwater; iftheir bodies sank to a predetermined level, God had established

innocence. However,those whose bodiesfloated were guilty and sentenced accordingly
Archaic by current Standards ofdue process, dozens ofthese various tests ofguilt were

used in England until around the 13^ Century when replaced with ajuiy composed of
twelve appointees ofthe King. Thesejurors merely testified to their knowledge ofthe case

and defendant and had no authorityto determine guilt orinnocencethemselves.During the

middle ofthe 13*" Century, however,the role ofthe petit jury came to include ultimate
decision-making power,but there was no recorded law requiring defendants to submitto

a jury. Since Ordeals had been outlawed and the jury system was still voluntary, often
defendants refused to accept ajury and the courts,for lack ofa better alternative,were
forced to banish them. The Statute ofWestminister in 1275 forever estabUshed the petit
jury aS the decision-making body in criminal trials when it decreed that any individual

refusing a jury trial would have"punishment strong and hard"imposed until a change of
mind occurred.

The politicalindependence ofthejury did notimmediatelyfollow. Trials the King
considered irnportant were composed ofjurors apprmsed oftheir"resporisibihties,"orthe
knowledgethey must return a verdict ofguilty. When^ in 1670,ajury refused to return a

verdict of guilty against WilHam Penn for unlawful assembly, fines and imprisonment

followed.^ in the Americmi colonies, the independent jury system was established and
considered an indispensable element ofdernocracy. For example,in 1735 William Gosby
was appointed by the King as Governor ofNew York. The new polemic wasted no time

infuriatingthecolonists whoresponded with satire and opposition editorials The publisher
ofone suchjournal, John Zenger,was tried for seditious libel but found not guilty by his
peers. Many historians cite this instance as the moment m whichjuries came to represent
a"check"againstthe power ofgovernment and were embedded in the definition ofliberty.
Indeed,following the Revolutionary War,concerns over the longevity ofthejury system
threatened to undothe political union created bythe Constitution untilthe rightto trials by

jury in both criininal and ciyil matters were enumerated in theBUI OfRights ^

'

For more information on tlic European histor>'ofjiu^- trials, see Hans and Yidmar(1986,pp. 21

30),and Friedman(1993).

^

In fact, opponents ofthe Constitution known as Anti-Federalists consistently listed the absence

ofajury trial guarantee as a reason for not supporting its ratification. For fiuther reference, see
Ketchum,R.,ed.(1986,pp. 173-266).

Between 1789 and 1895,thejury was the sole arbiter ofthe law, Notonlydidit

decidethe guilt orinnocence ofthe accused but wasgivenlatitude decide questionsoflaw

Unsurprisingly,jury verdicts were arbitrary and,ascommercialinterestsgrew,efforts were
initiated to Standardize the interpretations oflaw within the courtroom. Thus,in 1895 the

United States Supreme Court placed restraints on thejury and insisted that matters oflaw

be decided by the presidingjudge(Sparfv. United States 156 U.S. 52). Over the course
ofthe ne^ century,judges have instructed juries on legal matters such as negligence,
proximate cause,self-defense, reasonable doubt, malice aforethought and so forth

We have since placed considerable valuein allowing common peopleto assumethe
responsibility ofdetermining the guilt or innocence offellow citizens accused ofcrime.^
Indeed, the United States joins the Canadian and English legal systems as the only
remaining in the world still possessed ofthejury system. Increasingly, however, popular
sentiment in the United States questions the viability and wisdom of maintaining this

historicinstitution. Some detractorsarguethatrecenthi^profile criminalcases provethat
juries are too amenable to flamboyance in the courtroom and render verdicts in conflict
with deeper notions ofjustice(Beyette, 1997). Others have long maintained that thejury

is incapable of understanding complex legal issues and ascertaining truth fi^-om falsity

'
Americans have resisted efforts to allowjudges to determine guilt for basically three reasons.
First,there is the hope thatjuries will treat defendants with more humanity thanjudges who strictly
follow the law. Secondly,judges are professionaljurists who have"heardit all before." As such,they
arejaded by their experiencesfrom evaluating each successive case fairly. Finally, consistent with
democracy,thejury is a mini-government composed ofrepresentativesfrom the people. See for
reference Adler(1994).

particuiafly when scientific evidence is involved(Wishman, 1086,pp. 168-169)/
a study conducted by the American Bar Association concluded that jurors were often

bored,confiised, and incapable ofrecalling essential pieces ofevidence(Margolis,D.H.,
1989). FinaUy, others ate embarrassed by the administrative shortcomings in the juiy^^
system and argue tl^at it is an expense society cannot comfortably incur(National Center

fdr State Courts, 1976). ^recent example emerged when a Los Angeles area judge,
unable to impanela sufficient number ofjurors,invoked a rarely used statute entitling him
to authorize deputies to suninion venirepersons from anywhere in the cpmniunity The
deputyreturned quickly withjurorsfound drinkingin abar(Corwin,1996). Concernsover
the length of service^ financial hardship ofthose impaneled, and the costs incurred by
taxpayers continue to be raised(Abrahamson, A. 1997),and somejurisdictions are now

even allowing privatecompaniesto adjudicatecases with professionaljurors(Jacobs,M.A.
1997).

^

If the jury system is to be maintained in the United States, changes in its
administrative procedures Avill certainly occur. However,the erosion offaith in thejury is
only tangentially related to administrative matters. The paramount concern is thejury's

ability to render verdicts warranted by case facts. There are a number ofparadigms and
relatedtheoriesexistingin academicliteratureexplaining howjuriesdecideverdicts. Some
maintain that juries are conscientious in the effort to return a verdict that is just; others
expose difficulties encountered in doing so. Two such paradigms have been selected for
exploration in this paper: the sociological and jurisprudential.

In his 1989 book. Sociologicat Justice. Donald Black suggests that the manner in
which we analyze the legal processis dreadfollyincomplete: iiideed,we concern ourselves

with the logical application of facts against governing statutes and predict whether ajury
will render a guilty(or liable)verdict or acquit(exonerate). Instead, according to Black,
we should concern ourselves to a greater degree with the relationships between offender
and victim, victim and jury, and offender and jury since these social characteristics will
predict the outcome (p. 100). The mere scrutiny of rules does not account for the

differential treatment ofpersons belonging to diverse races and social classes. To that
extent, a formal analysis treats law as a uniform entity when in fact it is variable. For
example, he relies upon evidence which suggests that Afiicah-Americans convicted of
murdering a white are 15 times more likely in Ohio to receive capital punishment than
blacks who murdered other blacks; in Georgia, the likelihood increases to 30 times; in

Florida,it is closer to 40;and in Texas,the disparity is 90times greater(Bowers,W.J.&
G.L.Pierce, 1980). Obviously,then the law is not applied uniformly. Is blatant racism the
cause or is it a discrepancy indicative of social characteristics that trial procedures cannot
erase?

^

SocialDistcmce mdJury Verdicts

Largely perceived to be the social inferior of whites, blacks who have claimed a

white victim commit the most serious sociological crime ofall: a downward social class

crime(wherdn the riffender's social status is beneath that ofthe victim). Assuch,they are
judged and sentenced more harshly than those whose sociological crime was against a
member of his or her Own social class or, better yet, a class beneath it. Black reasons,

therefore, that the law is differentially applied according to the social class relationship
between offender and wCtim. Additionally, there are other sociological variables to
mention, Considerthecapital pumshmentdisparitybetweenthose offenders whosevictims
were relatives and friends as opposed to those whose victims were strangers. Black cites

research which suggests that the former are considerably more likely to escape a death
sentence than the latter(Gross, S.R.& R. Mauro, 1984)to forge his conclusion that the
sociological distance in relationship explains disparate levels ofpunishment between cases

carrying the same charge. The rule holds for civil cases as well; in intra-family disputes,
juries award agreater percentage ofthe damagessoughtto cousins,aunts,and uncles who

are more sociallydistantthanto children,brothers,sisters,and parents(Stephan,C.,1975).
Thus,thecloserthe sociological distance,thelessthelaw is applied;conversely,thefarther
the distance,the more the law is applied.

Black also reasons that variation in the application oflaw is also a direct reflection

ofthe sociological distance between the offender and third parties such asthejury. Ifthe

offender is ofa lower social class,thejury will mostlikely exercise a differentially greater
degree ofauthoritativeness and vote to convict. Alternatively,those accused individuals

who enjoy a social class above that of the jury members are those most likely to be

acquitted. To wit,research suggeststhat whitejurorsconvictblack defendants at a greater

ratethan membersoftheirownrace(Bernard,1979)and thatthelikelihood ofaconviction

increases proportionately with the socio-economic disparity between offender and jury
(Broeder,D.,1959),A Stanford Law Review study(1969)found thatthereisa correlation

betweenadefendant'sblue-coll^backgroundandthedeath penalty■ Incivilpersonalinjpry
suits, research has shown that renters are more likely to support the plaintiff than
homeowners(Adler,S,1994). ForBlack'sargumentto maintain itscredibility,we would
expect civil cases in which the plaintifif is socially inferior to the defendant to result

favorably forthe latter. Indeedj when plaintiffs sue defendants ofsimilar social standing,
they win 61 percent ofthe time; conversely, suits initiated against wealthy corporations
^ time.

The sociological variables heretofore discussed are so prevalent injury decision-

m^ng.Blackreasons,thatattorneyswill,intheforeseeablefirture,choosecasesexhibiting
favorabletendenciesand district attorneys will only pressthose casesto trialin which there

is a sociological advantage.For this reason.Black continues,defendants should be either
concealed from the jury or trial proceedings should be conducted electronically This

understandingoflawisusedthroughoutthispapertoexplainthesociologicalinterpretation
ofvariation injury verdicts. And there is a considerable amount ofresearch supporting
Black's fundamental thesis

Other Sociological CorrelatestoJury Verdicts

Age has been researched thorouglily and the results are unsurprising. Olderjurors

tend to f^xror the prosecution more than younger jurors (Guinther, 1988, p. 113) and
support the death penalty at a greater percentage(Van Dyke, 1977). Younger jurors

attending college are also typically disfavored by prosecutors for fear of a liberal bias
(Wishman, 1986) and defendants who are differentially plder of younger enjoy greater
sympathy from jurors(Ralven & Zeisel, 1966). Race has also produced explanations of

variantjurybehavior. VanDyke(197'^found anincreaseinthe percentage ofblackjurors

inBaltimoresubsequentlydecreasedtheoverallrateofconvictionby 13%. Broedef(1959)
found that black jurors were considerably less likely to accept the testimony ofa police
officer. Statistically significant differences between blacks and whites werefound in the

levels oftrust imputed to court actors such as the prosecutor,judge, defense attorney,
defendant,psychiatrist,psychologist,and witnessescalled onbehalfofthe defendant(Riley,

1997). ■ ■ ■ ■

The social desirability ofthe defendant and victim have been found to correlate

strongly with patterns ofjury decision-making. For example, Kalven and Zeisel(1966)

found that defendants who were generallylikable to thejury received more sympathy than

those perceived to be unattractive both socially and morally.Efran(1974)found that the
defendant's social attractiveness correlated negatively with convictions and severe

punishment and,finally, attractive plmntiffs are likely to win larger awards in personal
iiyury suits(Stephan, 1974).

But the sociologiGal research con^elating most strongly and consistently with

patterned decision-making is that measuring Venirepersohs' attitudinal biases Though

mostly conducted by psychologists and socio-psychblogists,this element ofresearch still
qualifiesforthe sociological paradigm simply because its primary measuremeiit variable is

ideologicalbias,whichisarguablyaninextricablereflection ofsocialenvironment Eugene
Borgida(1984),found,for example,thatjury subjects who watched a simulated rape trial
had distinct voting proclivities predicted by their scores on the Rape Myth Acceptance
Scale. This survey posed statementsto which subjectsindicated their level agreementsuch

as:"Many women have an unconscious wish to be raped";and"When women go around
braless or wearing short skirts, they are just asking for trouble." Unsurprisingly, those
subjects whoindicated astronglevel ofagreement demonstrated areluctanceto vote guilty
in the simulated trial. Additionally, Kassin and Wrightsman(1983)crafted a Juror Bias
Scale, which is a seventeen question survey postulating questions such as: "Too many
innocent people are wrongfully imprisoned"; "The defendant is often a victim ofhis own

bad reputation";"Toomanyjurors hesitate to convict someone who is obviously guilty";
and ■ Tn most cases where the accused presents a strong defense, it is only because ofa
good lawyer." The first two questions identify those with a bias toward the defense, and
the latter exposes those toward the prosecution. Testing studies ofthe JBS conducted in
Indiana found a remarkable correlation between prosecution biased responses and

willingness to convict(81 percent)compared to a defense biased willingness ofonly 52
percent.

decision-maldng,though the percent ofvariahce accounted waslow(Field,1978;Penrod,

thesis. Indeed,ifdefendants are treated differently according to their race, age and social
status, ifjuries behave differently by race and age, and ifet^dence is evaluated through

competing sociblogical prisms,wehave aninstitutionin which the blind application6flaw

is subverted. Our understanding of the legal process, as Black argues, is dreadfuliy
incomplete: we must evaluate sociological characteristics ofthe major cotiitroOm players
with greater vigor than we do notions of law and their applicability to facts. Other

observers, however, argue that Black's thesis is parsimonious and unsupported by the
greater body ofjury literature. These advocates contend that sociological variables, no

jury room. To that extent, they promote a jurisprudential viewpoint ofjuiy decisionmaking to which we will now turn.
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CHAPTER 3: THE JURISPRUDENTIAL PARADIGM

In establishing his framework for the sociological revitalization Oflegal education.
Black (1989)bifurcates two approaches; the sociological and the jurisprudential. The
sociologists,as we havelargely seen,focus onthe social structure inherentin each criminal

case. They believe thatthe application oflaw varies accordingto the presence or absence

ofparticular social variables. By contrast, those ascribing to the jurisprudential model
believe that the process is defined by rules and their application to facts arising fi-om each
case. Thejury merely engages in logical exercises over whether the facts warrant action
based upon the letter ofthe law. To that end,the application oflaw is uniform: in each
case, irrespective ofthe sociological characteristics ofthe participants. Convictions are
returned when the facts establish that the defendant broke the law with which s/he is

charged. When two people, charged with the same crime under substantially similar
circumstances, receive different verdicts and punishments,there has been a difference in

opinion over what the law required or the intervention ofsecondary rules(such as those
provided by appellate courts).

The underlying assumption ofthejurisprudential paradigm is thatjurors are basically
honest,conscientious people who stridently attemptto return ajust verdict. In an analysis
oftrial factors andjury verdicts,for example,Myers(1979)concluded thatthe integrity of

evidence explained decision-making to a greater degreethan prejudice,sympathy,or other
sociological characteristics. Indeed, Kalven and Zeisel(1966, p 56)found that judges

11

agreed withjuryverdictsin 75 percentofthe 3,576trialsstudied and Breeder(1959)noted

thatjudges findjury verdicts wholly improper only 2 percent ofthe tirtte Based pn these

pieces of evidence, is it a logical conclusion that cases tvith similar facts and similar
chargers will re^the same?

BadRulesIn, Bad Verdicts Out:imtfuctiom andReasonable Dmbt

Even the ferventjurisprudentialist, in candor,admits that there is variance in the

dispositionofsubstantially siniilar cases but explains it withfactors imposed by law or the
legal system.For example,in 1992 a Chicagojury's death sentence wasthrown out when

it was revealed that standardjudges'instructions were misunderstood by 75 percent ofthe
jurorsin local courts(Adler^ 1994). Other defendants,charged withthe same crime under

similar casefacts, may receive different dispositions unlesstheir governing appellate court
overturnstheir conviction becauseofpoorinstructions.Indeed,judge'sinstructionsarethe
bane ofjurisprudentialist construction. Noting that judge's must protect the appellate
record by using standard instructions composed of legal verbiage, some observers

(Kataoka, M., 1995; Adler, 1994;Kassin & Wrightsman, 1988, pp. 147-153)argue that

jurors are often precluded from intelligently discharging their duties because judge's
instructions poorly educate them in what the law requires. Severance and Loftus(1982)

found that 25 percent of all jury deliberations are interrupted while the jury requests
clarification onthelaw. Judgesin these cases,fearful ofissuing a paraphrase which might
result in an overturned verdict, simply reread the instructions and order thejury back to
deliberation. When this happens,according to thejurisprudentialists, the complexity and

contravention of appellate rules preclude jurors from logically applying facts to the
immediate charge and rendering their verdict accordingly. Variance in verdicts is

unsurprising since we have not adequately equippedjurors with the legal knowledge they
need to perform consistently. Furthermore, appellate courts discriminately overturn
verdicts based on their interpretations ofthe law.

In addition,judge'sinstructions are rendered at the conclusion ofthe trial. Kassin

and Wrightman hken this exercise to providing the rules atthe end ofany game. Research
hasshownthatjurorscomprehend moreevidence,wastelesstimein deliberation,and more

confidentin their decisions when given instructions beforethe trial begins(Penrod,1985).
For instance,in Phoenix,Arizona,JudgeB.MichaelDann has been given permission by a
state appellate court system known for its progressivenessto administer instructions prior
to opening statements (Adler, 1994, pp. 218-242). Jurors are clearly informed ofthe

charge,the nature ofthe evidence that must be presented to provethe charge,and various
issues oflaw that are particular to each case. Thesejurors reputedly pay more attention,

remember moretestimony,and are ableto distinguish between evidence and argumentsuch
as the opening statement and closing argument. Thus,the greater their understanding of

law andjury duty,the more accuracy and consistency we can expect from jurors.

Ifthejurisprudential outweighs sociological considerations, we expect procedural
reforms to change the manner in which jury verdicts are rendered and expect the change
to be greater than that caused by sociological manipulation. For example,a change in the
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state definition ofreasonable doubt would either inefease or decrease th© conviction rate

depending onthe directionin whichthech^geoccurs. Althoughthereis no suchevidence
yetj some researchers(Keit,et. al., 1976)concluded minOr changesin the iristructions of

reasonable doubt affect the decisions juries reach. Moreover,Simoii and Mahan(1971)
polled 106judges and 25 jurors and asked them to convert the standards ofreasohable

doubtand preponderance ofthe evidence into numericterms. Judgesresponded by noting
that the reasonable doubt threshold is exceeded when they are 89 percent certain ofthe

defendant's guilt;the Standard ofpreponderanceofthe evidence is satisfied whenthey are

61 percentcertain ofthe defendant'sliability Conversely,jurorsindicated thresholdlevels
of79 percent and 77 percent respectively(virtually no difference). This piece ofevidence

supplementsthe recent admission ofajuror whose voteto acquitin a high profile case was
based on a defense theory that was"within the realm ofpossibility"(Dershpwitz,1996,
p.86) Jurisprudentialists argue that the variance injuror decision-making is attributable
to these divergent understandings oflaw When jurors believe that theories"within the

realm of possibility"justify acquittals, or that reasonable doubt is virtually the same as
preponderance ofdoubt,it is unnecessary to study sociological characteristicsbecause the
verdictis aforegone conclusion Thus,ifwe wantto reduce errors,we must better educate

jurors.'

Consider,for example,California's definition ofreasonable doubt. It reads:"It is not

amere possible doubt because ever5nhing related to human affairsis opento some possible
or imaginary doubt It is that state ofthe case which,^er the entire comparison and

'14

con$ideration ofthe evidence,leaves thejurorsin that condition thatthey cannot say they
feelan abiding conviction ofthetruth ofthe charge."jurorsconsistently complainthatsuch
language is almost unintelligible to the ordinary person and does not adequately

differentiate between doubt and reasonable doubt(Kataoka, 1995). We cannot therefore
blame social distance betweenjury and defendant,jury and victim,and soforth asthe cause
ofunseemly verdicts; we must consider whether the rules and techniques governingjury
decisions are understood and applied. Therein lies variance.

LegalExperience cmdInformalRules

Not all variance is attributed to misunderstanding; indeed, it is possible for two
conscientious people to systematically apply rules to facts and reach opposite conclusions
because of differences in the weight imputed to certain facts or elements ofthe rules.
Judges,who must rule on motions such as directed verdicts,conviction set-asides,change
ofvenue and so forth,as well as numerous objections based on the rules ofevidence,also
base decisions on various opinions concerning the applicability of rules to particular facts.
Over the course of a career,judges develop regimented opinions oflaw which form a
jurisprudence,or a working understanding oflaw. Research hasfound thatjurisprudence

Breeder(1959)found that acquittals occur 22 percent more often in the courtroom ofa

judge who previously served as a criinihal defense attorney. Obviqusly then,thesejudges

15

have developed ajurisprudence which results in rulings basically favoring the defendant

thereby causing variance in the dispositions ofsimilarly situated cases.

While there areformal rules which predict the outcome ofcases in thejurisprudential
paradigm such as reasonable doubt,malice aforethought,and so forth, there areinformal
rules aswell. For example,research hasshown a working relationship betweenthe officers
ofthe court (judge, prosecutor, and defense counsel) forcing each individual to work
toward a plea arrangement and thereby avoid a costly and time-consuming trial(Mileski,

1971 and Blumberg,A.S., 1967).Deluged with casesfor which time does not permittrials,
courtroom actorsevaluatethefactsofeach caseand decide whetherthesignificancetherein
is sufficient to warrant trial in light ofthe implicit governing rules. Most often, even
cursory glances reveal that the cases can be disposed through the bargaining process and

are then handled accordingly. Thus, implicit and explicit court rules and evidence, not
manifestations ofsocial characteristics, contribute to the prediction of outcomes.

16

CHAPTER 4: RESEARCHPURPOSE AND DESIGN

Given the importance oftheissueto attorneys,clients,judges,reformers, and other

interested observers,this research paper examines the cause ofvariance injury decisionmaking; that isy reasons why cases involving similar facts and charges coricilude with
different verdicts.Wehavealreadyexploredtwosuch explanations:thesociological,which

claims that variance is related to the social characteristics ofthe participants, and the

juriSprudential,which claimsthat variance is attributable to strength ofevidence and rules

governing itsapplication, Those ascribingto ajurisprudentiat perspective pointto copious
academic literature which finds no sta;tistically significant correlation between the social

characteristics ofjurors,defendants,and victims and patternsin decision-making(Hastie,
Penrod & Pennington, 1983; Mills & Bohanon, 1980; Stephan, C., 1975; Adler, 1973;
Stanford Law Review 1969;Reed,1965;Rose&Prell, 1955,for examples). But we have
already analyzed the considerable research concluding that such relationships exist. The

question then becomes; given the literature and amount thereof supporting these two
contrasting paradigms ofjury behavior, which correlates most closely with patterns in
decision-making? In short,this thesis is a test ofthe Blackian theory that the sociological
factors involved in law are so determinative of case conclusions that it will behoove

attorneysin thefuture to base decisions around them. To the best ofmy knowledge,there

is no research conducted heretofore which has systematically attempted to determine
whether sociological orjurisprudential variables correlate most strongly with verdicts and
explain the greatest percentage ofvariance.

17;

Forresearch purposes,the SociologicalParadigm hasbeen selected to providethe null

hypothesis. Tothat end,we will expectthe outcome ofour studyto produce a correlation
betweenthe sociological variables and the verdictthey predict. More will be discussed on

the precise parameters involved in the null hypothesis in the next section.

MethodDesign:Mock Trial

The question concerning why similar cases are decided differently has been tested
through a mock trial. A hypothetical case involving a professor ofbusiness administration
at a small private school in the Inland Empire charged with murder was created. The
professor, sociologically superior to his victim and thejury,as Black would describe,is a
wealthy, assiduous, well respected, Christian man. Colleagues and students alike adore

him. The victim is a degenerate,promiscuous woman who is known for her patronage at
local bars. She has recently,in the fact pattern, been fired for embezzlement. Thus,the
sociological relationship, according to those in this school,favors acquittal.

To counterbalance the sociological relationship, the physical evidence was skewed
somewhat in favor of the prosecution. Indeed, there was considerable circumstantial

evidence linking the defendant to the crime. Caution must be taken, however, before

assuming that perceptions ofthe strength and quantity ofevidence are the same among the
participants in the mock trial. Since there was no way ofensuring that reasonable minds

agreed thatthefact pattern established guilt beyond a reasonable doubt without providing

the prosecution with anunfairevidentiaryadvantage,thedeputy district attorneywhotiied

the mock case wassimply asked whethef the fact pattern was strong enough so that,ifit
were real, she would insist that the case be taken to trial. She indicated that she would.

Jury Demographics

ThetrialwasthenconductedintwosessionsattheRanchoCucamongaGoufthouse
in Rancho Cucamonga,California and videotaped. We were accorded special access to a
courtroom after hours in light ofthe research value ofthis project. In all, nine witnesses

testified and,when coupled with attorneys'opening statements and closing arguments,the

trial lasted approximately one hour and forty minutes. Descriptions ofwitnesstestimony
will be made when the results ofthejury deliberations are discussed. A copy ofthe mock
trial case is attached to this thesis.

The mock trial videotape was then taken to a group oftenjurors assembled in a
classroom at the California State University San Bernardino. One additionaljuror viewed
the tape separately and completed the questionnaires discussed later. She,however,is not

counted among the those who rendered a verdict since she was not able to participate in

the deliberation. Jurors were told only that they were involved in a project examining the
manner in which juries arrive at verdicts. No mention was made of the argument

concerning the predictive ability of the sociological variables. Nonetheless, the group
consisted ofnine women and two men. Among them were seven whites, two AfficanAmericans, one Hispanic, and one Asian-American. Three of the jurors were in their
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twenties, three in their forties, two in their fifties^ and two in their sixties. Missing

representation on this panel were jurors in their thirties. Additionally, seven jurors had
either completed an associates degree or had completed the equivalent in college units.
One juror hM last completed high school and was in her second year of college. The
remainingjuror had earned her master's degree. The socio-economicrepresentationofthis
panel was strongly reflective of the population; three jurors earned less than fifteen

thousand a year,sixjurors earned between sixteen and thirtythousand a year,one earned
between thirty and thirty-five thousand a year, and the remaining juror earned between
fifty-six and sixty thousand a year.

Ofconsiderable importance on this panel wasthe attitudinal differences discussed

earlier composed The most effective method for ascertaining this information without

unnecessarilyelongating the survey with dozens ofquestions istosimply ask respondents
to identify which most closely reflects their political philosophy: conservative, liberal,
independent, or moderate? Six jurors indicated conservative^ one juror marked liberal,

three marked moderate, and the remaining juror indicated politicalindependence. Socio-

psychologists have consistently maintained that attitudes form a predisposition which

strongly correlates with patternsinjury verdicts.Ifthese piecesofresearch hold,we would
expectthe conservatiye bend on thejury panel to produce a guilty verdict since they have
shownin paststudiesthatconservativescorrelate strongly withlaw andorder attitudes and

proclivities to convict Finally,fourjurors responded that they had served on a criminal
jury before.

NullHypothesis

As noted earlier, the Sociological Paradigm has been selected to provide the mill
hypothesis in this study. Specifically, the Blackian assertion that legal practitioners must

someday decide whether to handle cases based upon the sociological variables involved is

clarity in this position, it provides a strong point Of departure for crafting the null
hypothesis. '

found in resem"ch lite!ratureto correlate vwth patternsinjury decisiohrttiaking are posed to

jurors along with physical and circumstantial bvidencej we Will expect the socioldgical
variables such as race, age, socio-economic status, social reputation, attractiveness, and
as

physical and circumstantial evidence.

Thus the null hypothesis is as follows: the

ofthe case. How this will be done is explained in the next section.

and hungjury. The mock trial case has been specifically designed so that the sociological
variables,ifmost controlling, will produce a not guilty verdict. In this case,the defendant.
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John Rodgers,is upwardly mobile and respectable. Heis sociologically superior,asBlack

would say,to both thejury and the victim. This relationship,according to the sociologists,
favors acquittal. However,the physical evidence has been manipulated to increase the

likelihood that ifthe jurisprudential variables are more controlling, a guilty verdict will
result. As discussed earlier, however, there is no way to ensure that the strength and
quantity ofthe evidence is uniformly considered to establish guilt beyond a reasonable
doubt. Thus,even ifthejury returns a not guilty verdict, we cannot immediately assume
thatthe sociological variables prevailed sincethejurors may have simply reasoned thatthe

evidence, believed by most participants in the mock trial to be strong and compelling,

failed to establish guilt as the law requires.

Essential to the design ofthis thesis, then, is an evaluation ofthe juror's personal
opinion developmentandthesubsequentgroup deliberations. Knowing when,for example,

during the course oftrial a particularjuror was persuaded allows usto determine whether
the juror based this decision upon jurisprudential or sociological variables since each
witness provided either and rarely both. Moreover, knowing which factors were most
discussed during the deliberation provides the Umited opportunity to peer into the jury
room and ascertain how strongly the sordid pieces ofthe trial were debated.

To this end,jurors were provided an Opinion Tracking Survey at the beginning of
thetrial. In a break from real-lifejuryinstructions,thesejurors were asked to indicatetheir
opinion after each witness testified and each argument was made. This was done by
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providing eachjuror a sheet upon which the name ofeach"wtness appeared in additibn to

opening and closing argiments. After each ofthese eventstranspiredvjurors were asked
torecord whetherthey believedthedefendantto be guiltyornotguilty. Sincethe"witnesses

were coached to pro"vide either sociological or jurisprudential evidence, changes in the
juror's opinion could be matched with either and we would know which is more
determinative ofvariance in the outcome ofverdicts"'. Tn addition,the deliberation was
monitored from outside. When deciding precisely how to accomplish this,choices such as

installing a videotape or cassette recorder were considered. However,given the concern
that the presence of recording instruments inhibits robust debate, the choice was made

simply to listen to the deliberation from outside the door and write down important points
jurors made. Finally,to check the first two instruments(e.g. the opinion tracking survey
and deliberation monitoring), an exit survey was disseminated after deliberation

conclusions. In this survey, jurors were asked to give their opinions on attitudinal
statements,a hypothetical scenario,and each witness that testified in the mock trial case.

These data are designed to buttressany conclusion drawn aboutthe determinative capacity

in the coming sections.

"
Ofcourse each witness provided some testimony ofmdentiarj'value. However,halfofthe
witnesses mairdy discussed either the defendant's or victim's social standing and relationships.
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Weaknesses with the Mock TrialDesign

There are,ofcourse, liihitahons to this design. MethodologieaUy,the

be challenged onthe ground thatthey are rendered in afictitiouscircumstance and may not
bethe actualverdict ajurywoUld return whentherealfate ofa defendantliesisin question.
Moreover, since the trial was videotaped, there are conceivably concerns that jurors

suffered difficulties keeping close attention: Other may express concerns that thejury is

not representative of its vicinage; e.g. it does not represent the demographics in its
geographical ttfea. And finally,some may wonder whether the participantsinvolved Were
able to recreate the level of skill and believability that is involved in a real trial. These

criticisms were considered before the project was undertaken and reasonable steps to
eradicate their effects were taken.

First,the charge in this case is first-degree murder. By virtue ofthe nature ofthis

charge, one can reasonably expect the case to be taken seriously. Indeed, at one point
during the deliberations, one juror noted "I can't see putting a guy away for life, or on
death row,when there are these many questions." Clearly,the nature ofthe charge and the

potential punishment involved awoken these jurors to the need to approach decision-

making with sincerity. Also, the deliberations were conducted at the university which
implies to participants that a serious research project is being undertaken Ifvenues such
as a restaurant, private home, or other facility had been utilized, one could reasonably
foresee problems with the case being taken seriously.
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Secondly, deliberations proved that the jurors had comprehensively digested the
evidence and paid very careful attention to the proceedings. Not only had they prepared
themselves to discuss the material to which they were introduced,but their questions and
concernsfar surpassed expectations. They methodically reconstructed each explanation of
what happened the night ofthe murder and identified strengths and weaknesses. Clearly,
their ability to undertake such discussion was engendered only through carefiU evaluation
ofthe evidence. Thus,there is no concern that the verdict was rendered without all the

important variables being digested.

Third, as discussed earlier, the representativeness ofthe jury to its vicinage is
strong. Concerning socio-economic status, education, and race, we see on thisjury the
same demographics we would reasonably expect to see in a realjury. Concerning age and
sex,there was an underrepresentation ofmen and people in their thirties. This,however,
does not separate thisjury from reality;indeed,juries often are composed ofmore women
than men,or vice versa,and not every age bracket is represented on them. Therefore, we
can reasonably conclude that this jury exhibited the demographic properties which are
necessary to make it a representative body ofthe area from whence it was drawn.

Finally, the participants in this trial were carefully selected to portray a convincing
character and demonstrate the level ofskill one would expect to see in a real courtroom.
The attorneys involved were licensed attorneys in the State ofCalifornia. The prosecutor
is a deputy district attorney in the County of San Bernardino and has prosecuted
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innumerable criminal case^, often in trial. Tbe defense attorney is a specialist in defense

work with the firm ofMacRill and Associates based in Uplafld, California He,too, has
sufficient criminal law experience to override any concerns about his abilities.^

The

witnesses were chosen according to the special needs each character presented. Friends

and family were asked to portray those witnesses who bore a"real person" persona. Each

Jurors

identified and addressed. There should be no overriding concern that the results ofthis
project arejeopardized by them.

'

The attorney representing the State of California was Annette Irivng. The attorney representing

John Rodgers was John R. MacRill III.
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CHAPTER 5; RESULTS

After viewing the videotaped trial, jurors were instructed briefly on the law in
California governingfirst-degree murder.Instructions weretakenfromthe CaliforniaBook

of Judges' Instructions and were agreed upon by the attorneys. Following these
instructions,jurors were then asked to deliberate asthey wished,while recording poignant
arguments otherjurors advanced. Intotal,thejury was"out"for nearlytwo hours;thetrial

itself,incidentally,was only one hour and forty minutes. When discussionsfinally failed to
produce any change in opinions, the jury discontinued its work with seven members

favoring acquittaland threefavoring conviction. In modern parlance,thejury was"hung."

The implication ofa hungjury on the central questions this thesis addresses does,of
course, raise concerns. Should attorneys,judges,prosecutors,and police base decisions
onthefate ofthe accused in lightoftheir sociological characteristics and relationships?Do
these sociological variables countervail and override the strength of evidence?
Unfortunately, we will not know conclusively based on the verdict alone. However,fears

thata hungjury would resultwere what produced theidea ofthe Opinion Tracking Survey,
monitoring deliberations,andtheExit Survey. Theseinstruments provideuswith sufficient
information to address these questions.
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Opinion Tracking Surveys

According to the Opinion Tracking Surveys,jurors approach their jobs with the

hesitation we desire thetti to have. Indeed, the surveys reveal that only one juror Was
persuaded ofthedefendant'sguiltduringopeningstatement.Ironically,it wasthedefense's

opening that bore this conclusion. However, no one indicated a beliefin guilt after the
testimony ofthe firsttwo witnesses,who,according to design,state only thatthey saw the
defendant in the company ofthe victim the night ofthe murder and then provide damning

If the sociological variables were more determinative of these positions than the

jurisprudential, when the witnesses who provide more jurisprudential than sociological
evidence testify, we would expect no difference in the Opinion Tracking Surveysto result.
However,differences begin to appear with the next three witnesses.

A police officer whointerviewed thesuspect-defendant,searched hishome,and visited

the crime scene caused three jurors to switch their opinion from not guilty to guilty.
Despite some inadequacies in his investigation and the fact that he was not able to
positively link the suspect-defendant to the crime, the strength of the circumstantial
evidence he produced caused the strongest opinion switch of any ofthe witnesses who

preceded him. Next came the criminalist who linked the suspect-defendant's DNA to the

person ofthe victim but also provided the greatest evidentiary reasonable doubt by noting
that someone else could have been involved inthe murder since semenin the vagina ofthe
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victim did not match the DNA ofthe suspect-defehdant Accordingly,onejuror switched
opinion infavor ofnot guilty. Thefinal prosecution witness,whotestified thatshe saw the

defendant washing bloody clothes in a creek the day after the murder, was arguably the
state's strongest. Expectedly, two jurors whose opinions were not guilty before she
testified switched.

Interestingly, the defense began its case with a witness who provided very little
information ofevidentiary value but copioussociologicalinformation. This witnesscaused
no change in the Opinion Tracking Surveys. In fact,beside the witness's name,onejuror
wrote "fluff"Next came the defendant who was forced to answer to lies he had told the

police officer. Despite wearing a nice suit, making a kept and presentable appearance,
using wordscommonly associated with the educated,describing his accomplishments,and
providing substantial sociological evidence about himself, at the end ofhis testimony,for
the first time in the trial. Opinion Tracking Surveys revealed that more jurors favored

conviction than acquittal;

The defense's final witness was the brother ofthe defendant who testified that the

defendant was lucid and calm during a phone discussion which occurred shortly after the

crime allegedly took place. He also establishes a doubt about the window ofopportunity
the defendant had to committhe murder. Accordingly,twojurors switched their opinions
at the conclusion ofhis testimony.
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Surveys reveal that following the prosecution's closing argument the panel was split
five to five. Following the defense's closing argument, four favored conviction, five

favored acquittal. Thus,the arguments, both opening and closing, had little impact on
decision-making. Moreover,those witnesses who provided sociological testimony made
little bearing on this panel. In contrast to Black and other sociological researchers,
however,the witnesses who occasioned the greatest variance in the Opinion Tracking
Surveys were those who provided the most physical and circumstantial evidence, both for
and against the defendant.

Monitoring the Deliberations

As previously noted, it was decided earlier to monitor the deliberations merely by
listening outside the view ofthe jury. Without a videotape or cassette recorder in their
physical presence,it was hoped that more candid,robust debate would follow. Whether

this decision caused it, ofcourse,is unknown,butthere was prodigious debate,to be sure.
Those who favored conviction argued strenuously that the lies told by the defendant
betrayed his guilt;that there were too many unbelievable coincidencesinvolved ifhe were
not the real killer; and,finally,that the strength ofthe evidence favored conviction.

Those who favored acquittal demonstrated remarkable recall ofthe evidence as well,

but noted that questions came to mind as to its conclusivity. For example,they wished to
know why police did not establish the location ofthe murder. Was it at the defendant's

home? Ifso, why was there no evidence ofa bloody scene? Ifwere elsewhere, why was
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that not mentioned. Thesejurors also wanted to know the location ofthe murder weapon.
How could they be convinced that a knife purchased bythe defendant was used to murder
the victim when it could not befound? Also,witnessessaw the defendant wa.shing bloody

clothesin the creek afterthe murder. Where werethe clothes? Why werethey not entered

into evidence? And aboutthe missing link to the semen,how could they not be convinced

thatsomeone else wasnotinvolved? Moreover,theyestablished thatallthe state's physical
evidence is meaningless ifthe defendantis to be believed. Surely,the state could produce

something that was irrefutable ifa man is to lose his liberty,ifnotlife, over these charges.

Ultimately,onejuror who had initially favored conviction switched his vote. There
were too many holes in the state's case, he argued, and conviction just could not be
justified. While onejuror mentioned that the reputation ofthe victim was questionable and
that she in some circles may be considered a"floozie",otherjurors concerned themselves

only with the physical evidence.®

Apparently, sociological relationships were

inconsequentialto this panel. Indeed,thejuror who made mention ofthislater reduced her
arguments to interpretations ofthe evidence

The word"floozie" is presumably in reference to the victim's reputation ofsexual promiscuity.

■■
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ExitSurveys

The exit surveys were designed to protect the deliberationsfrom being misinterpreted
during the analysis and also to provide further elucidation to the viewpoints and

expectationsofjurorsin geperd. Besides being asked to provide their basic demographic
information,jurors were asked to indicate their levelofagreement with two attitudinal
statements, the importance they accorded to each witness, an explanation of their

interpretation ofreaSonable doubt,and their opinion ofguiltin a vignette Together,these
items bring us closer to thejurors' minds in their effort to reach decisions. Though they

are notdispositiveinlightofthe smallsample size,theyareatleastinformative and provide

backmg for the conclusions drawn in this paper.

When asked whether they think some people deserve to be crime victims when they

behave in a way they should not be(arguablyaSthe victim in the mock trial case was),
jurors responded with very little agreement. On a scale ofone to ten(one representing no

agreement withthestatement,tenrepresentingcompleteagreement),thesejurorscombined
for an average score of 1.55. The sociology ofthis case then is expectedly unpersuasive
smce, no matter the social reputation ofthe victim, this panel does not overlook crimes
against them. Indeed,the highest score on this item was five.

Jurors were also asked whether they believe the role ofthe juror is to evaluate the
evidence given its strengths and weaknesses and to forego consideration ofthe wealth.
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social status, and character ofthe defendant and victim^ This item engendered strong
agreement with an average score of82(again on a one to ten scale). This is, Ofcourse,
unsurprising given the results ofthe Opinion Tracking Surveys and deliberations. Those

witnesses who provided mostly sociological testimony were,in the words ofone juror,
"fluff"Only those who provided physical and circumstantial evidence caused variance in

the tracking. Moreover, during deliberations, little was mentioned about any ofthe

sociological issues in the case, with Only exception being that which was already noted

When asked which ofthe nine witnesses were mostimportantintheir decision-making
process,the police officer was selected four times,the defendant was selected three times,
thecriminalisttwice,a conveniencestore managertwice,and the witnesstothe defendant's

clothes Washing once Interestingly, thpSe jurors who favored conwction selected the
defendant and the convenience store manger most often despite both ofthese witnesses

providing a considerable amount of positive sociological evidence. The failure ofthe
defendant,however,to explain his lies and missing knife,and the ability ofthe manager to

put the two together one mile fi"Om the crime scene the night ofthe murder overrode the
positive sociological evidence.

Thosejurors who indicated thatthe police officer and criminalist were mostimportant
to their decision-making were those who overwhelmingly favored acquittal. Although

paradoxical, this phenomenon is easily explained. When asked to indicate why these
witnesses were of such importance in their decision-making process, jurors wrote in

responses such as "lack of conclusive evidence" and "could not match the DNA ofthe

semen." Clearly,thesejurors had doubts about the integrity ofthe evidence presented by
the state's two government employees and made their decision accordingly. Had any of

the sociological evidence been persuasive, we would have seen responses such as
"murderer doesn't fit his character" or"the victim's reputation causes too many doubts"

or something ofthe sort. Nothing, however, either the Opinion Tracking Surveys or the
Exit Surveys suggest that these relationships were important.
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Tl^e SdcidldgicalPdrddigm Explained

Before turning to the implieations borne ofthe results ofthis mock trial, it is first
necessary to explain why the sociological paradigm does not sufficiently explain variance

in jury verdicts Indeed, the sociological paradigm has produced countless pieces of

literature connecting sociological relationships with variance in jury verdicts and a
reasonable effort must be made to demonstrate why the results oftheir research is no

longer persuasive. Otherwise,the results ofthis study may be attributed to nothing else
than an aberration.

First, much ofthe research relied upon by authors in this paradigm is from a time
period in American history when racism and sexism were overtly accepted by the
establishment. Indeed,Black relies upon research demonstrating racial arbitrariness which

utilized data from well over thirty years ago (Bowers & Pierce, 1980) and research

demonstrating arbitrariness in case dispositions published over forty years ago(Newman,
D., 1956). With data sets stretching time as these do,it is completely unsurprising that the
conclusions of these researchers portray an America more susceptible to sociological

arbitrariness. However,given the apocalyptic changes in American society following the
civil rights movement, their conclusions must not be considered an accurate reflection of

AmericAon the verge ofthe twenty-first century until replicated.
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Secondly, soffie artk^^^

sociological paradigm utilize methods grossly

inconsistent yvith rneasuring juiy verdicts For example,some researchers such as Field

(1978)administersurveystojuforsand attempttocross-tabulateoutcomesof"vignettesaiid
attitudinal questions with variables such as age, raee, sdciO-economic status, etc M
pitfall, ofcourse^ to research such as this is that it overlooks the critical poirit ofjury
behavior: deliberation, When responding to criticisms that the government established by
the Constitution of 1789 was too strong and would inevitably result in tyranny, James

Madison arguedthat deUberative natureofgovenimentaldecision-making embodiedinthe

dOcunaent was Sufficient to prevent such abuses Theidea,he contended,wasto expahd
the nationtoinclude differentideas and perspectivesthat, when pitted against each other,
would impede a tyrannical majorityffom subduing the rights ofOthers.

Theprinciplesreflected in Madison'stheoryformthefundamental purposeofthejury.

Itselfa republican institution composed ofrepresentatives drawnfrom the community,the
juryis supposed to bring different perspectives and experiencesto thetable when deciding

the fate ofthe accused. This way,ofcourse, those who have an agenda are forced to
persuade and negotiate with othersbefore a decision can be reached. Therefore,the biases

and predispositions ofany one person are not determinative ofthe outcome ofcases.

Research which relies strictly upon survey responses deniesthe essential deliberating
element ofjury work. They assume that the response one person gives on a survey will be

the response by wWch^

during jury deliberations should that person be

inipaneled; This, however,is a fatal methodological flaw Jurors persuade one another,

counterbatoGeone another,and prevehfeach other fi-om basing decisions upon variables
repugnant to the concept ofjustice and due process, Ifany one person were allowed to
render verdicts alone,the surveys would be informative. But when added to the responses
oftwelve other people, they tell us nothing more than how the jutbr niight initially lean,
which,ofcourse,can be dramatically different from how she or he eventually decides.

Finally, those who, such as Black, contend that the interpersonal sociological

relationships described throughoutthis paper predict outcomesofcases,overlook,at least
as far as thejury is involved,the fact that rules ofevidence forbid the admission ofmuch
ofthat material. For example,in our own mock trial, there were two critical pieces of

testimonyfrom the sociological perspective which would notordinarily be admissible. The
first wasthetestimony establishing thatthe victim had been fired for embezzlementthe day
before the murder. The other was that she had been seen on numerous occasions leaving
a bar with men and had dated a bartender at the establishmentfrom which she left with the

defendant. All ofthese items were offered merely to establish the sociological distance

existing between the victim andthe defendant. But noneofthem accordingtothe attorneys
involved would be admissible under ordinary rules of evidence. Thus, there is some
question asto whetherjurors will ever know the interpersonal sociological relationships in
such a way as to subconsciously base verdicts upon them.

CondttsionsofihisReseoTch

The nuU h^othesis we posited earlier stated that the socidiogical vaiiableswould i)e
more determinative ofthe case verdict than the evidentiary ones. Since the sociological
variables were skewed to favor acquittal, such a verdict was expected in light 6f the

upward relationship between victim and defendant That is, since the victim was of a

sociologicallyinferior positiontothe defendaht,accordingtothenullhypothesisweshould
expect to see considerable influence of these variables on the jury's decision-making
processes For example, we would expect to see the jury cOiicentrate on whether the
victim was ofsuch disrepute that anything she said or did was unbelievable. Similarly, we

would expectthe defendant's social postureto engender positivefeelingsfrom thejury and
for more credence to be accorded histestimony. We would expectthose witnesses whose
socio-economicstatuswassuperiorto thatofthejuryto be moreinfluentialtothejurythan
those witnesses who in that same or lower status thanjury members. In short, we would

expectto find any ofa myriad ofpossible patternsinjury discussion,opinion tracking,and
exit surveys which would suggest the predictive influence ofthe sociological variables.
While the verdict leaned toward fulfilling this expectation^ analysis ofthe surveys and
deliberation failed to do so. In fact, we found no influence of any of the possible

relationships discussed above. The null hypothesis then has been rejected. Indeed,based
upon the opinion tracking,deliberation monitoring,and exit survey results,it appears that
the sociological variables had little, ifany,influence at all. Moreover,they appeared to
have no predictive power at all
'■ ,
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Caution must be taken when analyzing the results ofthe trial. Itideed, as we had
hypothesized,thejury leaned toward acquittal. This may be interpreted by some to mean
that the sociological variables triumphed after all, even ifthey were not discussed during
deliberation and did not appear on any the surveys. This, however, has been deeply
considered and rejected as an explanation ofthejury's verdict. Indeed,ifit were true that

the verdict was surreptitiously based on the sociological rather than the evidentiary
variables,several propertieswould have existed inthe deliberation. First,we would expect

to see uniformityinthe outcome. Those qualities which predict^^Blackar^essociology
does, do so without regard to basic human differences; e.g., they are equally predictive
whether hypothetical jury A hears and decides the case or whether hypothetical jury B
does. Indeed,Black arguesthat variancein sociological properties explains variancein the
outcomes ofcases. Thus,given the sociological weakness ofthe state's case, we would
expecta unanimous votefor acquittal. In fact,wefound threejurors who held outinfavor

ofconviction and two others who noted inthe exit surygythattheyfeltthe case wasstrong
enough for conviction but had reservations in light of the questions emerging from
deliberation. Thus,sociology failed to predict this outcome on that ground alone.

,

Sociology failed to predict the outcome ofthe case in another key respect: only once

during the deliberation did the reputation dfeither the victim or the defendant come into
discussion Asnoted earlier,onejurorremarkedthatthe victim'sreputation gave her pause
and even went so far as to call her a"floozie." The otherjurors, however,did not allow
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had not been made. Surely,ifthe sociological predicts verdicts,jurors would have been

more receptive to this line of argument. But given the opportunity to explore it, they
passed it up for further discussion ofthe evidentiary variables. On this ground as well,the
sociological failed to predict, or even influence the outcome.

Finally, ifthe sociological variables occasioned the verdict despite their not being
discussed and not forming a unanimous verdict, they at least would have been
acknowledged as a legitimate source ofdecision-making whenjurors completed the exit
surveys Indeed,ifit is expected ofjurors, as Black implies,to magnify the sociological

relationships between case actors,this understandingmustbe shared. Otherwise,how do
we know jurors engage in it? And if it is a shared understanding,jurors surely would
acknowledge as much onthe attitudinal exit surveyitem. However,when given the chance
to indicate on a scale ofone to ten their agreement with a statement in which it is argued
that the role ofajuror is legal formalism,they overwhelmingly agreed. Thus,ifwe were

to believe that sociology surreptitiously caused this verdict, we would first have to believe
that discussion ofthe physical and circumstantial evidence was a facade, that the jury
refused to acknowledge the role ofevaluating sociological variables while actively doing
so,that the sociological outcome is obvious to all and no discussion ofit is necessary for

it to result, and that a property need not cause unanimity in order to be considered
predictive. For these reasons,though the actual verdict leaned toward the sociological
perspective, we still reject the null hypothesis.
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There are some who may argue that sociology conditions the viewpoints which are

expressed when evidence is evaluated. Thus while someone is actively engaged in
discussing evidence, they are actually just discussing differences in their sociological
environs since their differences regarding the evidence will merely be a reflection oftheir
sociological differences. For example,a white man and an Afiican-American woman may
be discussing evidence and differences result. The sociological paradigm would suggest
that what we are witnessing is a clash ofsociology rather than calculated differences over

the meaning ofan item. Thus,they would argue,even though sociology is not discussed
per se,its influence on ajury's verdict is profound.

Profound it ntay be,but predictive itis not. Those who ascribe to the above viewpoint
are always at pains to identifythe sociological variable which best predictsthe outcome of

a decision-making venture For example,is it race? Is it age? Is it political affiliation? Is
it sex? Which ofthesefactors or combination thereofbest predicts how any onejuror will
respond duringthe course ofdeliberation? Recallthatin ourown mockjurythere were six
self-expressed conservatives on the panel. Conservatives are typically associated with law
and order,pro-prosecution,pro-police proclivities. However,theoutcomeofourcase was

completely different. Indeed,fourconservatives votedforconviction. Tofurtherillustrate
the example,is the answer age? Recall earlier in the research literature review section of
this paper,it was noted that some research had shown that olderjurors tend to be more
conviction prone than younger ones. In our case, however, two ofthree holdouts for
conviction were the two youngest members ofthe panel. The other two members in their

twenties both indicated differentially stronger beliefin the defendant's guiltthantheir older

collea^es

age does not^ as has been previftlisly posited, explain variance iii

■decision-making.;- ■

If cursory review can dismiss these two prized possessions in the sociological

paradigm aspredictiveinthis case, thenreconciliation withevidentiary explanationsis due.
Indeed, sociologyriiay conditionthought,but in what way andto what extent? iSddreover,

paradigm ends there and, therefore,it cannot be considered apredictiveinstniment Thus,
it appears that there is no reason for law schools to modify their Curricula to include
instruction on sociological justice as Professor Black asserts Furthermore, there is even
less need for law schools, as he also contends, to teach students that evidence in the

tradition sense is not as important as the sociological implications of it In short, as
unromantic, unsophisticated, and non-prdvocative as the results are, the beSt predictor of
the outcome of a case is the strength of the physical and circumstantial evidence. Jurors

will evaluate these items with considerably greater scrutiny than any of the sociological
relationships Black calls predictive.

But if the best way to know the outcome of a case is to know the strength of the
evidence, what does this portend for the growing industry of jury consultants? These
individuals base multi-million dollar decisions on whether to select jurors based on many

of the same correlates as have been exposed in research belonging to the sociological

paradigm. However, as other researchers and many attorneys are coming to find,jury
consultation is anindustryfilled with promisesbut which deliverslittle product.In his 1994

book. We.the Jurv. Jeffrey Abrahamson exposits the early major trials from which jury
consultation emerged as a formidable science, including the Harrisburg Seven trial, the
Mitchell/Stans trial,the Joan Little trial, the John DeLorean trial,the Lee Edward Harris

trial, and the McMartin trial. In each of these trials, jury consultation either did not

produce the desired effect or the trial was decided upon factors unbeknownst to thejury
consultants. Therefore,he argues,given the history ofscientificjury selection,the results
are dubious at best. Other researchers, such as Hans and Vidmar(1982)note that jury

consultants produce little more than experienced trial attorneys working without the
sophisticated schema. Thus^this studyconfirms whatis already being discussed;e.g.,there
isno^

outcome with anything resembling accuracy. Again,the best way to predict the outcome
ofa case is to evaluate the strengths and weaknesses Ofthe actual evidence.

What We Now Know AboutJurors

This study failed to produce a correlation between sociological variables and patterns

in decision-making,but it did uncoversome interesting insights tojurors which may be of

use to legal practitioners in the future. First, obviously the strength ofthe evidence is the
paramount determinative variable. This, however, has already been discussed widely
throughout this paper and needs no fiirther elucidation.
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Seeondly,given the results ofthe opiniontracMng survey in which showed several

jurors indicated"not guilty" consistently throughout the trial, and several other jurors
switched td guilty very late in the trial, it is clear thatjurors respect the presumption of

evidence In fact,four jurors never indicated a beliefin guilt while two others did only
twice Prosecutors may use this information to attempt a stronger presentation earlier in

the trial, since it appears that the longer ajuror goes before believing the state,the less
likely that he Or she ever will Defense attorneys may use this information to consistently
remind jurors of their oath to remain fair and presume innocence until it is proven
otherwise, since it appears that jurors are naturally receptive to this line of persuasion

Finally,it appears that criticisms ofsloppy police work are likely to be well received,even
by jurors who initially identify themselves as pro-prOsecution. When jurors doubt the

veracity and competence ofpolice officers,or when police officersfailto provide them the
evidencefor which they are searching,they are likely to altogether dismissthe testimony,
as they did in this case
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The ability to predict jury verdicts is considerably mpre difficult than social

scientists adnht. Though it is ofinterest to legal practitioners, COurtroonjpbseivers,jury
consultants, and litigants alike, juries still are not redticible to accurate forecast.

demograpliics correlate with patterns of decision-making. These data, however, are

informative at bestand do not allow prediction. There M*e somelegalobservers,however,
such as Donald Black who assert that the sociological properties of cases better portend
their outcome than the actual evidence. But when this line ofargument was used as a null
hypothesis and tested through a mock trial alongside copious items ofevidentiary value.
Thus,
s, further

as

the trial unfolded and exit surveys to complete at its conclusion. When sociological

In fact, the strongest shifts in opinion followed the introduction ofscientific testimony.
Furthermore, the exit surveys reveal that jurors believe their job strictly involves the
evaluation ofevidence, despite the social background ofthe participants involved. Even
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therightto avenge policeabusesthrough notguilty verdicts,indicated complete agreement
with this statement.

Though researchers have found correlations between social characteristics and
certain outcomes, they do not outweigh the strength of evidence. The null hypothesis
stating a supremacy ofsociological variables over evidentiary ones has been rejected.
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APPENDIX A:

In San Bemardinpj Califoniia, on the night of August 23, 1997 around 8;30pm
Amanda Key was at her best friend's house complaining that had recently been fired for
embezzlement The fiiend, Jeariette Michealson, and Key Consumed two drinks ofhard

liquor during the course oftheir conversation before Key stated that she was leaving and
would stop at a nearby bar called the Sa.ddle Man to see some friends, have a few more

drinkSj and then return home. Robert Smith, bartender at the Saddle Man,said that Key

arrived at the bar around 9:00pm and ordered a white Russian, which is a mixed drink

containing Kahlua and milk. Key then took a seat at the bar and spoke to cocktail servers
she had befriended over the course offour years as a patron.

According to Smith,Key was approached by a man he had neyer beforeseen. The

man,later identified as John kodgers,took a seat next to Key because it was the only
available one. Since the bar was busy. Smith did npt engage either Key or the man in

conversation,though he doesrecallthe man ordering ashot Oftequila. Henoticed the man
andKey had left on or around 9:30pm. Smith also noted thatit wasnbtunusualto see Key

leavethe baa'with a man she metin the courseofthe evening.One hour later,Rodgers and

Key were seen at Lucky's convenience store in Ridgecrest, Caiifrjrnia Ridgecrest is a

mountain community roughly twenty-five minutes from San fiernardinOv Store cmeras
recorded Rodgers and Key entering the store,approaching the counter,and purchasing a
bottle ofJose Cuervo tequila. Theythen left and Key was never again seen alive. Rodgers
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was seen the next day by fishennan at a nearby creek washing apparently blood stained
clothes in the water. When Rodgers saw the men he abruptly gathered the clothing and
left. ■ ■ .,

On September 4, 1997 a geology class from San Ghigorruo ffi

School in Sto

Bernardino Was hiking in the nearby San Bernardino Mountains. During the hike,two
students became separated from their group and,while attempting to Relocate the others,

encountered adecomposed humanbodylateridentified asKey.Whentheyrejoined therest
oftheir class,ErieFielder,the teacherin charge,wasinformed ofthe body and itslocation,
whereupon he notified authorities.

When they learned ofthe murder on Septernber 5,the fishennan.KenBpwland
and Jeff Bums, contacted authorities and implicated ROdgers. When San Bernardino

County Sheriffdeputies questioned Rodgers he said that he had never met Key and kne^
nothing ofher murder. One day later deputies obtained a search warrantto his mountain

estate. Upon investigation,they found an empty bottle oftequila bearing the fingerprints
ofKey,numerous articles ofpornographic material, a knife qollection, and an article Of
underwear later found to belongto Key. Rodgers bore a scratch across his neck.

Autopsy reports Concluded that Key was stabbed repeatedly and died ofexcessive

blood loss. Skin beneath her fingernails wasfoundto have a DNA link to Rodgers. Key
was also found to have been raped but no DNA analysis linked Rodgers to this crime.

John Rodgers graduated cum laude in 1984 firom tJniversity of La Verne and

based in Ontatrio, Galifomia. His innovative community banking style lead toiiational
m

Riverside, California. He consults for such financial institutions as First-tPlus Bank and

Dean WTiitter. Hisfirst book.Making Your Wav ThroughtheNOnsenSe:EffectiveiVlonev

Marketing in the New Millennium,is setfor publicationin May of1998.

Amanda Key graduated from Eisenhower High School in Fontana, California in
1982. Shetook employmentwith JCPenny'sretailstorein SanBernardino in 1984. "Three

years later she enrolled at San Bernardino Valley College and has since completed thirty
two academic units. She left JC Penny's in 1992 and was employed as a:teller at Wells

Fargo Bank in RedlandS, California until she was fired fdr embezzlement on August 20,
1997.

■-

■

.
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Stipulations

Both parties have stipulated to the following facts:

1. The knife set belonging to Mr.Rodgers is manufactured by HunterCorp USA.The set
includes twelve knives and the manualfor this set describes the"Power Blade" as the

knife to use when subduing an animal weighing over one-hundred fifty pounds.
2. On August 23, 1997,the CBS show "60 Minutes"concerned poor food handling in
restaurants.

3. John Rodgers's phone records show a call to Yucaipa at 11."30pm and a call to
Malibu at 11:55pm The Yucaipa call wasto Steven Rodgers and the Malibu call was
to Kenneth Ginsburg.
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Statement ofJohn Rodgers

My n^e is John RodgerS: I am 39 years old and a resident of Ridgecrest,

California. In 1984,1 graduated from the University ofLa Verne with a Bachelor's of
Science in Business.I then went to work for Citizen's Thrift Bank in Ontario, California

as an Administrative Officer and became the ChiefFinancial Officer in 1991. During that
timeIcompleted aMaister'sofBusiness Administration attheClaremont Graduate School.

Ileft Citizen's Thriftin 1994totake ateaching position atthe graduate schoolofCalifornia

Baptist College in Riverside and have been there since. I have written two books on
successfulcommunity banking policies and mylatest book,setfor publicationinthe Spring
of1998,is a self-help mauual on successful money management practices.

On the night ofAugust23,19971 wentto the Saddle Man,a country and western
bar in San Bernardino,to meet some students of mine who wanted to have drinks and

discuss current policy initiatives ofthe Federal Reserve we reviewed in class. Iam always
:to meet my students outside ofclass becauseI deeply believe that education occurs
better in small circles where there is a free exchange ofideas. When I arrived,I noticed

that mystudents werenotthere yet,soIdecided to wait atthe barforthem. Iordered two
drinks and had no conyersation with anyone while there. By 9:00pm I grew tired of
waiting and decided to return home I went directly home from the Saddle Man.
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Since Ridgecrestis roughly twenty-fiye minutes!from SailBeraardm
home around 9:30pm. 1then watched 60 Minutestelevision show which featured special

on poor handling offood in restaurahts, washed my dishes,called my brother who lives in
Yucaipa,talked to my publisher,worked on my nioney management manuscript, and went

to bed. At no time in my evening did 1 make contact with Amanda Key. The following
morning,asI do every Saturday,I wentdow to the creek bymy house and satfor fifteen
minutes, reflecting on my week past and the week ahead I then returned home and
continued the revising my mahUscript.

Having lived in Ridgecrest for the past four years,I have become something ofa
sportsman. I enjoy the outdoors and outdoor activities such as fishing. As any good

fisherman will tell you, a variety ofknives is needed to scale fish ofdifferent sizes and
weights. Last year,Iboughta knife setforthis purpoise: I have used these knives onlyfor
scaling fish and find the allegations that I used one to kill another human being laughable.

Also,I adnnt thatI enjoy dffriking. I have a liquor cabinet which includes selections from
a variety of spirits, including tequila. The bottle of tequila I have in my house was

purchased two weeks beforethe night ofAugust

I did not purchase it in the company

ofAmanda Key nor did I purchase it at Lucky's convenience store in Ridgecrest. In fact,
I have rarely patronize Lucky's at all.

It is true that I have a number ofmaterials others consider"pornographic"in my
home. My question is: so what? As a single man,I do sometimes getlonely and resort to

viewingthese movies as a wayofkeeping myselfentertained.Butthat's nobody's business
but my own.

Let me say this again: I have never met Amanda Key;I did not meet her at the
Saddle Man;I did iiot accompany her to Lucky's convenience store;and I did not kill her.
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Statement of Rebecca Smith

My name is Rebecca Smith and I am a resident of Colton, California. In 19901

two years to learn how to bartend. When I graduated with my certificate,I was hired by
TGI Friday's in San Bernardino but I wasfired six monthslater for forgetting customers'

there.

I clearly remember the night ofAugust2y^. It was pretty busy in the bar since the
band called "Aces'n Eights"started playing there. They're a really popular band here in

the Inland Empire and draw a big crowd wherever they go. Anyway,that night"Aces'n

Eights"were playing and thebar washopping.Isaw AmandaKeycomein around 9:00pm.
Iknow Amanda well. She's been a good customer over the last three years. Everybodyin

and ordered a White Russian. Ihad a hard time hearing what she was saying to me but she
did tell me that she had been fired from herjob. I don't know why. Since I had a lot of

I noticed that a man took a seat next to Amanda and it appeared as though she
knew him. When she saw him she gave him a hug and kiss on the cheek. I clearly

remember what the man looked like and can identify him ifI saw him again. He and
Amanda were talking and laughing and he ordered a shot oftequila and another white

Russian for Amanda. At first, Amanda politely said that she didn't want another drink

because she had already been drinking too much,but he insisted and she gave in. That was
the last time I talked to Amanda because she and this guy left;together aft;er they finished

their drinks. I didn't think anything ofit at the time since Amanda left with guys many
times before.
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SiBtement ofMicliael Riehpio

My name is MichaelRicholo Iam a resident ofGrand Terrace,Califorhia and am

the Cliief Crime Laboratory Technician for the San Bernardino County Sheriffs
Department. I received my Bachelor's ofScience Degree from University ofCalifornia
Irvine in 1977 and my PhD in Criminalisticsfrom the John Jay College ofCriminal Justice

in New York in 1984. I moved back to Southern California that year when I was hired by
the San Bernardino County Sheriffs Department. I have published several articles on
proper crime scene investigation and am an adjunct faculty member at California State

University San Bernardino. Moreover, I have testified in the course of my tenure
approximatelytwo-hundredtimesin criminaltrials,alwaysasa witnessforthe prosecution.

In the evening ofSeptember 4, 1997,1 was notified that a body wasfound in the
San Bernardino Mountains and foul play was strongly suspected. The corpse, later
identified as Amanda Key, was brought to the Coroner's Office in downtown San
Bernardino where we began the investigation. It is policy in San Bernardino for the Chief

Criminalistto work alongsidethe coroner whenthe autopsyisconducted. Therefore,when

Key's body was analyzed,I was present. The findings ofthe autopsy were that she died

We also found specimens of human skin beneath her fingernails and a sample of male
semen in her vagina. I immediately took these two samples to the crime lab which is
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directly acrossthe streetand analyzed them for aDMA blueprint TheDNA compositions
ofthe samples bore no scientiic resemblance. This indicates that Key had very recent
sexual intercourse with someone other than the irian believed to have killed her; this,
however, does not preclude the possibility that Key was sexually assaulted by her killer

since sometimeseven criminals protect themselves by using contraceptiyes. Nonetheless,
the results were then sent to the California Depiartment ofJustice and the Federal Bureau

ofInvestigation to see whether any match could be found in existing DNA profiles.

Two days later, police notified my office that a suspect had baen found. He was
identified as John Rodgers ofRidgecrest. Based upon some physical evidence they found
his home,Rodgers was arrested and brought to the Central Countyjail in San Bernardino

for holding until charges could be filed. While he was there, my team of criminalists
obtained from Rodgers a skin culture and a blood sample. We then analyzed them using
the same DNA procedures and found that there was a match between the DNA

composition ofthe skin sample found beneath the nails ofKey and the sample taken from
the person of Rodgers. Given Our earlier teSts, of course, there was no match found
semen

Sheriffs deputies provided me with a picturetaken ofRodgers upon his arrest. The

picture clearly shows a scratch across the left side ofhis neck. Amanda Key wasfound to
be right-handed and in cases involving a victim fighting for his/her life, it is usual that a

right-htoded person wiU attempt a strike to th^

ofthe assailants body, often

producing a mere scratch onthe skin Thescratch Rodgersboreisconsistent withthistype
ofinjury causation.

Deputies also found a knife collection at hft Rodgers's house/1 have obtained a

copy ofthe missing member ofthis set^,the'T'ower Blade" Ianalyzed the dimensiom of

Ifound that the'T*ower Blade"has precisely the same width asthe lacerations.
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SMement ofBernard L.Rush
My name is Bernard Leonard Rush and I am a fifteen year resident ofRiverside,
California. I am athe Department Chairman and Professor ofBusiness Administration at

California Baptist College in Riverside. I received my Bachelor's of Science degree in
EconomicsfromUniversityofSouthern Califomiain 1966,Master'sofScienceinBusiness

Administrationftom Stanford Universityin 1969,and myPh.D;inBusiness Administration

fi"om University of California Berkeley in 1972. I was a faculty member at three
universities before coming to CalBaptist in 1985,whereI have remained. My scholarship
includes over twenty articles published in businessjournals and I am a contributing editor
to the CaUfornia Journal ofBankmg and International Commerce.

As Department Chairman, I am responsible for all the faculty members the

Department of Business Administration and I have been mstructed by authorities to
provide information on the professional conduct ofProfessor John Rodgers on or around

the last week of August and first week of September 1997. Since California Baptist
graduate program is designed to provide education to working professionals, our classes

are in session year around. During the summer of1997,Professor Rodgers offered a class

in community banking,which is his professional and teaching expertise. To the best ofmy

knowledge.ProfessorRodgersattended everyclasssessionuntilMonday August25"'. That
morning, my secretary received a call from him in which he stated that an illness had

befallen him and he could not attend his class session scheduled for that evening. Since
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communitybankingisamong myresearchfields,Ihappilyfilled infor him Two dayslater,
the same thing ha^ppened, only this time he caUed ine personally

He said in the

conversation that he was suffering a terrible flu and did not feel up to conducting his
classes. I thought it a little odd that there was not a sound ofcongestionin his voice nor
did he indicate whether he was going to seek antibiotics fi'om his doctor. Nonetheless,I

agreed to teach his courses for him for the remainder ofthe week. He,ofcourse, never
a woman.

I have known Professor Rodgersfor three years It gives me horrible pain to think
that allegations of this sort could be assessed against a fine man of God who is a
tremendous intellect and never relinquishes the opportunity to give to the community

through volunteer servicefacilitated by the university and the church. His students deeply
miss him as doesthe university.
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Statement ofJanetM.Bi^

My name is Jeffrey M.Burns and Iam a lifetime resident ofRidgecrest,California.
In 19801 graduated from Rim ofthe World High School and worked in the local timber

1 have known John Rodgers since he moved to Ridgecrest. Ridgecrest is a small

21, 1997 when he came to my shop and purchased a set of hunting knives made by
HunterCorp USA. He really wanted a set which included a knife capable ofsubduing a
large animal. I was a little surprised by this since 1 did not know him to be a hunter.
Usually,the guys that buy this set are those who shoot wild animals and need a knife to

subdue and skin them. There are only afew guys around townthat are serious hunters and
none ever spoke ofJohnjoining them.1 assured John that the"Power Blade"knife in the

set would do thejob. ButI also told him that ifhe really wanted to subdue a wild animal

he better purchase a rifle first. It can be really dangerousfor novice huntersto try this with
a knife. Then he said to me,"no,1 don't want to leave any fingerprints."He then started

laughing and so did 1. I thought he wasjustjoking.
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I was with my friend Ken Bowland. Ken and I always sit on the edge ofthe creek and
throw our lines into the water while we w^t for a bite. We often see the locals^^ c^^

around a drop a line in the water and we all have a good time together On this day, we
saw John. It's not unusual at all for John to come down and talk to me and Ken

Sometimes he even brings a sbc-pack ofbeer and shares it with us. John once told methat

heis aprofessor somewhere.Ican't hardly believe it since heis sucha down-to-earthtype
ofguy. Anyway,when we saw John we expected him to come over and say"hi"to us
But instead he wouldn't look at us. It appeared like he was trying to wash clothes in the

creek I've never seen him do that before. The clothes did appear to be bloody from the

distance we saw them(which was about fifty feet). When he looked up tod saw us, he
grabbed the clothes and rushed back to his house. Ken and I were amazed because John

is usually so friendly.

When we heard that there had been a bodyfound near Ridgecrest,Ken and I began
to suspect John. It's not that we have anything outfor him. It'sjust that he is always so

fiiendly andI can't believethat nothing wasreallytroubling him that day. Also,the clothes
we saw him washing gave it away. Ifeel bad for ratting on a guy who's usually so nice but
I thought it wasimportant to bring these facts to the attention ofthe authorities.
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Statement ofJo-Ellen Kline

My name is Jo-Ellen Kline and I am a twenty-three ye^ resident ofRidgecrest,

Califomia. I ani the night manager ofLucky's convenient store in IWdgecrest. I have

worked at Lucky's for thelast twelve years.I graduatedfrom Pacific High Schoolin Sau
Bernardino in 1961.

On the night of August 23, 1997 I was working my normal shift—4:00pm to
12:00am.1 relieved the girl who worksthe cash register around 10:20pm and that's when

John over the last several years since he first came to Ridgecrest. He's always very polite
and a he's also a good customer. Since that night, deputies showed me a picture of a

John and this woman—Ms.Key—^were really giddy when they came to the store.
They werelaughing andjoking and appeared to be having a good timetogether. It doesn't

they wanted. They walked right up to the counter and asked for a bottle ofJose Quervo
Gold tequila. I got it offthe shelf and put it on the counter. WhUe John was fiddUng

through the bills in his wallet,this Ms Key picked the bottle up .
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Statement ofRodney James

My name is Rodney James and I am a five year veteran deputy in the San

University San Bernardino in 1990 before^orking as a public safety officer at Riverside
Community College. Then the sheriffs departnlent hired me and, after I have three
This is

in the afternoon of September 4, 1997 I received a dispatch from the county
headquarters about a dead body found in the San Bernardino Mountainsnearest to Deer

Creek Road, Myjunior partner—Stephanie Walker—-and I went to Deer Creek Road,
exited our vehicle^ and met with a man named Eric Fielder who wasreportedly on a hiking

trip with high school students. Mr Fielder led Deputy Walker and myselfthrough the

wOods to the location ofthe body The body was placed approximately one quarter ofa

milethrough the woods OffDeerCreek Road The corpse waswearing a T-shiitandjeans

I searched around the location ofthe body for evidence. We found nothing. We then

returned to our ofiBce in San Bernardino and began making phone calls After consulting
with Ms. Key's relatives, we learned that she Was last in the company of Jeanette
Miehaelson, Ms MiChaelson directed us to tlie Saddle Man

where we learhed that she

was spotted leaving with a tnan We had hpftrrther indication ofthe identity ofthi$ man.

The next da:y our office received a phone callfrom JeffreyBurns and KenBowland
ofRidgecrest. They stated that they had witnessed suspicious activity in a neighbor of

theirs which might be related to the Keiy murder Deputy Walker and I drove up to
Ridgecrest and spoke to them. During our conversation,they stated that they saw John
Rodgers washing apparently bloody clothes in the creek close to his house. The creek is
one mile south ofthe site in whichKey wasfoufld.

Wethen wentto Mr.Rodger's house and asked himfor permission to question him
about the murder ofAmanda Key. He took a moment to consider and then agreed. We
asked him whether he knew Amanda Key. He stated that he did not. We asked him
whether he had accompanied Amanda Key to the Saddle Man Bar in San Bernardino. He

replied that he did not. We asked him whether he had been washing clothes in the creek
next to his home on August 24. He stated that he may have been at the creek in the

morningtimesance he routinelytakes morning walks doWn there. But he did not wash any
clothes or have any articles ofclothing in his possession other than those he was wearing.
Duringthe course ofthis questioning Mr.Rodgers demonstrated manybody signals which
suggestdeceit. He wassweating profusely,speakinginclipped sentences,and avoidingeye

contact with either me or Deputy Walker. Deputy Walker and I thanked him for his time,
left his house,and drove down to the local sheriffs office where we placed a call to obtain
a search warrant. Fifteen minutes later we were granted permission to search Mr.

Rodgers's house fpr knives, articles ofclothing related to the death ofMs. Key,and any

other evidence establishing a sexual assault.

Upon investigation ofhis house.Deputy Walker and I found the following items:
I

an empty bottle ofj tequila, a knife collection, an article of womens' underwear, and
1
i

numerous articles of pornographic material. The knife collection is a 12 knife set of
hunting knives produced by HunterCorp USA.These knives come in a large wooden box
and each has its own space within the box. Deputy Walker and Ifound only eleven knives
belonging to the twelve knife set. The missing knife is called the"Power Blade" and is
described in the HunterCorp USA manual as the knife hunters should use when subduing
an animal ofa weight greater than one-hundred fifty pounds.

I also found an empty bottle oftequila beneath Mr.Rodgers's bed. Deputy Walker
and I later took the bottle back to the Crime Lab and analyzed the fingerprints on it. We

found, as expected, the fingerprints belonging to Mr. Rodgers and we also found
fingerprints later matched to those of Amanda Key. Finally, the article of woman's
underwear we found bore the initials"AK". Later, when we investigated Amanda Key's

apartment, we found that each article ofher underwear bore the initials"AK".
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We also found a videotape in his machine with recordings of numerous "60
Minutes" shows, including the show aired on August 23, 1997 concerning poor food
handling in restaurants.
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SMement of

My n^e is Steven Rodgers and I am a three year resident ofYucaipa,Gaiifomia.
In 1988 I received my Bachelor's of Arts in History at Pomona College and in 1994 I

receivedniyDortoratepfPhilosophyin Hstory at Univers%ofCalifornia Riverside,lam
now a professor of American History at Crafton Hills Community College. I am also the
brother of John Rddgers;

On the night of August 23, 1997 around 11:30pm I received a phone call from
John. The time ofnight in which he call me is not at all unusual; since we are both nightowls, we communicate late in the evening. Not only does it save money but we seem to
have more time to chat around that time. Nevertheless,I received the call and John and

spoke for about twenty miiiutes.

his book.

had a Friday night date with some woman he met in San Bernardino. Ijust figured that I
c. He was

designed to achieve the graphics John wanted. He then wrote down the names and

manufacturers'ofthe software and we began discussing otherissues. Heinformed methat

he supposed to meet lis students th^ evening at a bar but when they fadled to show he
simply returned home and worked ori hismanuscript. Atnotime during the course ofthat
conversation did John imply,suggest, or convey any excitement,unrest, or anxiety. The

were sensible and intelligent.
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AiTO^©IX B:

SURVEY

jury in the American system ofjusticev Your contribution has been considerable and is
deeply appreciated.

your ability. All answers are anonymous and no attempt will be made to match
responses to participants.
(1)

Your race:
White

African-American

Hispanic
Asian-American

Native American
Other

(2)

Age:

(3)

18-22

42-47

23-27

48-51

28-31
32-37

52-57
58-61

38-41

62-67

67+
:

Highest level ofeducation completed:
10"'grade

■

11"* grade
■

,

.

12"* grade
Associates Degree or its equivalent in college units
Bachelor Degree
Master's Degree
Philosophy Doctorate or its equivalent
Law Degree
Medical Degree
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(4)

Annual income;

$15,000 or less
$16,000-20,000
$21,000-25,000
$26,000-30,000
__ $31,000-35,000
$36,000-40,000

$41,000-45,000
$46,000-50,000
.$51,000-55,000

$70,000+

'$56,000-60,000
'$61,000-65,000
'$66,000-70,000

Marital status:

(5)

Single

(6)

Married

Divorced

Which ofthe following would best describe your political philosophy?
conservative
liberal
.moderate
independent

(7)

Have you ever served on a criminaljury before?
yes

(8)

no

In the present mock trial case, are you in complete agreement with the verdict of
thejury?
yes

(9)

no

Please rate your level ofagreement with the following statement: "Some people

deserve to be crime victims when they behave in a way they should notbe"(l=mo
agreement; 10=strong agreement).
1

(10)

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Please rate your level ofagreement with the following statement:"The role ofa
juror is to weigh the evidence only and to forget about the wealth, social status,
and character ofthe defendant and victim"(l=no agreement; 10=strong
agreement).
I

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
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10

(11)

Which ofthe following witnesses Was mostimportant in your decision-maldhg
process?
_'defendant
brother ofthe defendant

friend ofthe defendant(publisher)
bartender
convenience store manager
county criminalist
policeofficer
friend ofthe defendant(professor)
fish and tackle shop owner

(12)

What was the most importantitem the witnes$ you indicated in question
Vofiered?'

(13)

Which ofthe following statements best represents your own thoughts about the

dleged guilt ofthe defendant and the proper verdict in this rilock trial case?(please
mark only one). '

___ the defendantis absolutely guilty without anyreasonable question
whatsoever and I vote to convict;

although some questions may exist,I am 95% certain ofthe defendant's
guilt and would vote to convict;
while there are weaknesses in the state's case,the evidePce is still strong
enough for conviction;
the trial evidence isn't that strong but it is still more likely than not that
the defendant is guilty and I would coiivict;
the trial evidence is strong but there are too many doubts. I favor
acquittal;
the evidence presented by the prosecutor is so weak that conviction is

(14)

The following is a hypothetical scenario. Please read it and then indicate
whether as ajuror you would vote for conviction or acquittal had you been
selected to serve during this trial.
A police officer with a favorable departmenl reputation stopped a car for having violated the

speeding linut. The area in wMch the stop was mtte is notoriousfor high crime rates and also
has a significantinunigrant population. During the stop,the driver emergedfrom the car.
Though instructed to remain still, the driver approached the officer. The officer then wrestled
the driver to the ground and hit him five times with his baton. The driver sustained
pernmnent injuries to his head and a broken arth. The driver does hot speak English. The
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intentto do harm; There was no presence ofany controlled substance found in the driver's

foloodstre^. The driver also had no weapon. Witnesses told investigators that the driver

crimes by selecting a percentage on a scale of 1 to 100(l=total certainty of
innocence; 100=total certainty ofguilt).

Please mark the first seven digits ofyour social security number. These data will be
used solely to match this surv
beginning ofthis proceeding.
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APEENDIX C:

t'sguilt aftereach argumeritis made and
each witness has testified. Do not be afraid to make such a determination based on the

i. Also, do not be afraid to change your

Opening Statements;
Prosecution
Defense

guilty
■ _____

not guilty

unsure

: not guilty

unsure

Witnesses:

Bartender(Rebecca Smith)

not guilty
not guilty

Deputy Sheriff(Rodney James)

not guilty

Criminalist(Michael Richolo)

not guilty
not guilty

Professor(Bernard Rush)

not guilty

Defendant(John Rodgers)

not guilty

Defendant's brother(Stephen Rodgers)

not guilty

Book publisher(Kenneth Ginsburg) __

not guilty

Closing Arguments:
Prosecution "
Defense

V ■ "

not guilty
not guilty
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